This paper examines computer graphic simulations of archaeological environments and materials, and explores their formal and informal uses as a means to model archaeological data and archaeological thinking. The paper's main contribution is its focus on the perspective of the model-maker rather than upon the consumer, through an understanding of models both as "constructions of past lifeways" and as "'thinking spaces." These concepts are explored through two case studies. The ªrst employs models as modes for re-engaging with archaeological material, where the perception of modeled past environments is taken analogically to inform an understanding of the past as imagined. Questions such as the relationship between digital model experience and a former, unattainable past reality are introduced, alongside the potentials and dangers of a model that may become perceptually indistinguishable from reality. In the second case study, models provide new forms of space within which to build interpretations: they are active vessels for interpretation and debate in the present. The case study considers the relationship between presence and the development of interpretation, and considers the agency of digital objects and the possibilities of virtual collaboration. Model building is explored biographically and the paper concludes by placing archaeological graphical models in the broader context of visualization and as tools for interpretation rather than static outputs or modes of dissemination.
Introduction
Computer graphic modeling forms an increasing part of archaeological practice, implicated in modes of recording objects and spaces, interpretation of types, management of three-dimensional information, creation of artiªcial experiences of place for interpretation, and representation of ar-chaeological ideas to a broader public. In all spheres of life computer graphics are increasingly inºuential-by some estimates computed visions constitute the "dominant medium of thought" (Gooding 2008, p. 1) . Archaeological computer graphics build on a long tradition of physical model building for the development of understanding, and representation of conclusions. Such physical models are now ªnding a renewed signiªcance as the scanned basis for digital simulation Guidi et al. 2005) . Critiques of digital representations of space also build on the tradition of painted panoramas (Grau 1999) . Gooding (2008, p. 8) has demonstrated how two-dimensional images in scientiªc contexts are used to form and evaluate evolving, internal three-dimensional models. Similarly, Forte identiªed the role of three-dimensional models as mediators between alternative spatial systems-what he terms "multicommensurability" (Forte 2008, p. 28) .
Computer graphics are based on three-dimensional digital objects constructed from a network of points, generally connected together to form a mesh of triangular or quadrilateral facets. These facets are made to behave in ways similar to the real environment, taking on properties such as color, reºectivity, transparency and inºuencing their surrounding digital environment by obscuring other objects, bouncing light and casting shadows. These meshes exist within a set of Cartesian co-ordinate systems viewed in conventional projections such as the orthographic and the isometric, through virtual cameras, or through attempts to mimic human vision.
This paper examines such computer graphic simulations, and formal and informal uses of them as a means to model archaeological data and archaeological thinking. Its main contribution is a focus on the perspective of the model-maker rather than upon the consumer, through an understanding of models both as "constructions of past lifeways" and as "thinking spaces." These concepts are explored through two case studies. The ªrst employs models as modes for re-engaging with archaeological material, where the perception of modeled past environments is taken analogically to inform an understanding of the past as imagined. In the second, models provide new forms of space within which to build interpretations: they are active vessels for interpretation and debate in the present.
Computer Graphic Models in Archaeology
Use of computer graphic modeling tools in archaeology to replicate ways both of seeing (such as the photographic) and material properties (solidity, color, texture) has a long history. However, Huggett's discussion of technological fetishism (2004) notes its limited critique, theoretical naivety and oversimpliªcation, and virtual archaeologists have been described as a "coterie of technophiles" (Bateman 2004 ). The computer model enables complex components to be examined concurrently, but also encourages abdication of authority to simulations. Forte therefore launches a "manifesto" for replacing "visual" and "representational" virtual archaeologies by "immersive" and "interconnected" cyber-archaeologies (2010, p. 13) . He focuses on information engagement-with representation implying a ªxed, didactic modeling of the past, and cyber-archaeology offering an involved simulation tied to the processes and data available. The critique of reconstruction as a term extends to the 1940s, with Taylor (in Clarke 2010, p. 67) preferring "constructions" as a means to indicate the active role of the modeler in the present, in contrast to a time-travelling process recreating a copy of the past. Gillings (2004) identiªed the complexities and potentials of archaeological applications of sensory simulation technologies, introducing Idhe (1993) in the context of objectiªcation of simulated pasts, and recently the role of technological modes of visualization in interpretation (Idhe 2005; also Gooding 2008, p. 17 ). Gillings also introduced Benjamin's (1970) discussion of the aura of the real, and Baudrillard (1994) in terms of simulation and reality. My own work below focuses on the active role of digital objects and their transformation as situated, historical practice.
Archaeological visualization technologies parallel visual metaphors seen in the ªeld and laboratory. Excavated sections through the ground are rendered on cleaned, two-dimensional orthogonal axes. Computer modeling similarly divides up virtual three-dimensional worlds into twodimensional representations such as front or side view, employing conventional scales and parallel edges which in turn inºuence modeling processes (King 1999) . It provides Euclidian windows onto modeled space (Flynn 2007, p. 350) , which limit forms of engagement. By comparison, virtual cameras mimic optical photographic properties to stimulate the perceptual responses associated with framing and ªlm. They draw on familiar forms of archaeological photography in order better to convey material remains, and stimulate emotional responses associated with photographic and cinematographic tropes (Earl 2006) .
A ªnal form of visual engagement comes through attempts to mimic human vision. Rather than photographic artifacts such as lens ºair, chromatic aberration or depth-of-ªeld, such visual representations modify ªeld-of-view, perspective and depth perception, and lighting accommodation. The modeling environment becomes a new, active place within which to practice archaeology, with the virtual camera providing a means to snapshot this interaction. Kenderdine has argued that such "perspectival devices have become so integral to our visual understanding that they affect our seeing" (2007, p. 315) , with ubiquitous linear perspective overpowering other expressions of space and form.
Computer graphic modeling in archaeology ranges from qualitative assessment of spatial experience to quantitative simulations. The latter has appropriated formal analytical tools from architecture. Thus, structural modeling may test the physical stability of hypothesized structures whilst lighting analysis maps patterns and intensities of light and shade in models. Functional appraisals are then made, on the basis of ethnographic studies or architectural standards, relating degree and type of illumination or structural stability to practice. Such engineering and lighting principles are employed to provide what Johnson has termed the "network of resistance" (1999) to the models. Dawson's study of Thule whalebone architecture showed that the artiªcial illumination available meant that most activities must have taken place outdoors or seasonally: simulated light levels would make ªne motor operations such as sewing difªcult (Dawson et al. 2007) . My work has considered natural and artiªcial illumination in spaces such as a Minoan cemetery (Papadopoulos and Earl 2009) and the Basilica Portuense. The former explored the pattern of light and shade at different times and the physical constraints posed by low lighting levels. The latter examined partitioning of the Basilica through lighting, and the extent to which this might be considered part of a conscious design process. Such studies have considered the role of cultural factors on behavior with respect to available lighting. Lighting analyses commonly characterize a space via contemporary metrics, but although we are used to performing tasks such as sewing under good lighting conditions such activities can equally be performed with little or indeed no illumination.
Visual interconnectivity may also be analyzed, with approaches such as texture view sheds , visual 3D (Engel and Döllner 2009), access and visibility graph analysis (Clark 2007) deªning quantitative summaries of space and allowing for metric comparisons. Similarly acoustic simulation and analysis provide qualitative and formal mechanisms for analyzing the sound of simulated spaces (Watson 2006) . We can listen to sounds as if they had been made in a given environment, and analyze the propagation of sound in comparator environments. These multi-modal approaches are beginning to characterize and experience the breadth of spatial experience (Chalmers and Zányi, 2009) . In turn concepts such as liminality, enclosure, encounter and circulation common in vision research (Higuchi 1983 ) may be extended to multi-modal metrics and contrasted to qualitative appraisals of modeled environments. Eye-tracking may bridge this gap by mapping visual interaction with simulated and real spaces in speciªed contexts, and as a proxy to acoustic experiences (Schleicher et al. 2010) in simulated archaeological environments.
Case Study One-Model Building for Construction of Past Lifeways Herculaneum
The site of Herculaneum in Italy was buried by the same eruption of Mount Vesuvius that buried nearby Pompeii in AD 79. Working with the Herculaneum Conservation Project and the University of Warwick we are exploring the possibilities for computational methods to record and represent sensory aspects of Herculaneum prior to the eruption ). This focuses on a Roman statue thought to date from the ªrst century BC that was found buried in the Basilica Noniana near to Herculaneum's forum. The statue, interpreted by some as of the Sciarra wounded Amazon type, has rich traces of its original pigment and was recovered from a building about which much is known.
We have undertaken intricate recording and digital reconstitution of the damaged surface and its pigments, in order to place the statue in a constructed digital counterpart to its hypothesized original physical context at Herculaneum and to examine its visual properties in context (Beale et al. 2010; ). Such statues were commonly adorned with ºowers and draped in fabric, supplemented by metal and precious artifacts, and might even have been regularly repainted and modiªed. These issues, and the fact that the surviving pigment was potentially modiªed by burial within the pyroclastic ºow, means that physical reconstruction of the statue is impractical. Whilst an art historian may faithfully reconstruct Roman pigment-as with the exemplary Gods in Color exhibition-this process can be repeated only a few times (Brinkmann and Wünsche 2007) and cannot realistically extend to accurate recreation of buildings. Cost and time prohibit the reconstruction from exploring the variability inherent in archaeological interpretation. Computer modeling enables inªnite experimentation, within boundaries set by physical characteristics of surviving data and knowledge of painting processes. This is no simple feat, as accurate surface simulation (as opposed to the creation of visually appealing digital artworks) is extremely computationally intensive and requires a great deal of surface data.
In this context accuracy takes on a multiplicity of meanings. First, can one be accurate to the material recovered-to the surveyed lines and photographed curves that constitute the Basilica and the statue? Second, can the changing nature of archaeological and art historical interpretations of these data be conveyed and explored? Third, for our purposes of engagement, can we take the simulation of such theoretical and physical factors to be realistic?
Physical Realism and Predictive Rendering
Physical realism in archaeological modeling has had limited attention (Devlin et al. 2002; Gonalves et al. 2008) . In particular predictive rendering, which distinguishes approaches that accurately simulate physical interactions between light, surfaces and volumes (Weidlich and Wilkie 2008) from simulating the appearance of realism (photorealistic rendering), is poorly explored in cultural heritage.
Realism is a slippery term. Lévy has effectively dismissed the separation between digital simulation of archaeological experience and physical embodied practice (1998) . The real is deªned in these terms by what it is possible to do. In Bazin's (1960) sense photographic inputs to computer graphic simulations are indexically real: they accurately capture visual stimuli (in terms of representative ªdelity). One might usefully contrast this to questions of verisimilitude and mimesis. Here the archaeological graphical simulations carry a sense of the familiar real world that encourages engagement but which need not replicate physical reality. Taken to its extreme in the Electronic Baroque (Klein 2004) , where we are taken on digital journeys that are compelling but self-conscious, this realism drags us into narratives whilst freeing us from the constraints of the real world. The photographic snapshot of the virtual world described above can therefore be critiqued in terms of photorealist collage:
In [modeling] a snapshot of three-dimensional space is deªned on the basis of discrete slices through reality, each with its own history. The photorealist allows physics and the lens to deªne patterns of light, shade and color, and then creates art from them through choice and, possibly, collage . . . Rather than implying a physical duplication of a past reality through computation, or artiªcially simulating a world as it is imagined to have appeared, instead the archaeologist takes physically accurate vignettes and constructs from them an archaeological narrative, through rich interpretation. With the Amazon whole visual universes of discourse can be constructed physically-accurately in potentia, and then virtually photographed as needed. The physical realism of predictive rendering evokes the real world, through the perceptual realism (Prince 1996) implied by the photographic form. This enables us to bridge the divide between our experienced world of the present and our perceptually consistent experience of an imagined, photographed past. Thus, the statue head from Herculaneum is placed in a context that, whilst having a basis in the indexical reality of photographs of mosaics and wall plaster, is wholly artiªcial and perceptually real. Forte (2008, p. 30) identiªed the beneªts of such per-ceptual realism in terms of qualities or "affordances" (Gibson 1977) and of its evocative qualities. The latter is at the heart of debates concerning new photographic representations of archaeological practice (Hamilakis 2009), where fragments of the past, expressed through fragmentary representations in ªlm, on paper, screen or otherwise, evoke more completely a sense of past. The role that predictive rendering plays in this relationship is again to deªne the network of resistance, such that perceptual realism merges with an indexical appreciation of space. Predictive rendering of the statue's eye pigment allows for light interacting with color and substrate and evokes rich artistic practice. Similarly the shadows cast across the statue's face are a product of physical laws governing photographic capture (including lens, exposure and resolution), contextualized in a familiar, perceptually real scenario (the sunlight and shade of the Bay of Naples).
Such a focus on realism is not without problems. Most obviously the constructed nature of the simulation might not be appreciated by the viewer. It is an academic responsibility to indicate the authenticity of representations, in terms of underlying information and interpretative processes. Many technological and stylistic methods have been proposed in this context, including varying transparency, digitally signposting particular elements, and degrading the visual ªdelity of areas that are considered less "certain." Such attempts whilst useful to represent archaeological process are not necessary components of digital representations and fail to represent the complexity and ambiguities of interpretative practices, and to limit uncertainties to those represented. Thus, using a speciªc stylistic approach (Frischer 2008) might show that particular parts of a Herculaneum mosaic are conjectural, but in turn overlook the greater uncertainty in the stylistic interpretation of the mosaic itself.
Just as photorealist art mixes construction and stimulation by expressing truth-likeness but acknowledging its underlying artiªciality, so graphic modeling can represent the past without stylistic indications of uncertainties and arguments, providing the context make clear that these exist. It is simply because the computer can create artiªcial distinctions that they have been used (Earl 2006, p. 199; Clarke 2010, p. 70) . Since digital archaeology is archaeology it is complex, messy, emotional, subjective and clearly such models whether digital or not require detailed critique in terms of the history, grammar and implications of representations (Moser 1998 ). This does not in itself require them to be less compelling visual narratives or to be "restrained." It is perhaps for this reason that archaeological computer graphic models so seldom depict humans: not to sanitize the past but to remove elements that more than anything show digital models for the constructions that they are (Mori 1970) .
However, increasingly photorealism has been critiqued as a limiting factor in the ability of models to communicate and to build hypotheses (Gooding 2008) , particularly if representative models can be at their most powerful as simpliªcations (Morgan and Morrison 1999, p. 27 ). Barceló sees visual models as means to represent empirical phenomena alonethey do not extend beyond captured archaeological data. He suggests that the only impact of increasing the detail of more exploratory models (equivalent to "'nice' reconstruction using watercolors") is "the generation of an even more fastidious investigative attitude on the part of the observer" (2007, p. 453) . However, it is here that the power of predictive rendering lies-the physical components of the simulation can be isolated to stimulate interpretation of discrete perceptual components like light, shade and color, and also emotional factors like a sense of enclosure, exposure, or isolation. Physically real representations do not require a uniformitarian understanding of the impact of space on practice in order to approach past lifeways. At Herculaneum the literary sources identify a Roman past that whilst eliciting many apparent similarities was very different from our own. However there remains sufªcient cultural and perceptual continuity for relational analogies made possible by graphical simulation to be valid. This continuity varies for differing material culture and by the interpretative context in which it is used, but the constructed, modeled past founded on physical properties provides a framework to see environments that have now disappeared. The past is not being seen through Roman eyes, but the past is being seen in some sense. We are interested not only in how the statue would appear were the Basilica Noniana standing now and the statue was as originally created, but in analogically seeking through theory to follow a broken trail of experience to Roman encounters with the statue.
Such an approach has had critiques from within archaeological theory, most notably Thomas (2004) who dismissed attempts to add a human dimension to computational practice. Similarly Lock (2003) has warned against equating digital and real experience, or at least in undertaking analyses of experience in these two realms using similar methods and theoretical frameworks. However the computational research described examines exactly the same questions of Roman style, intentional position and juxtaposition that other archaeological researchers examine through scale drawings and photographs. Roman art, architecture and archaeological literature refer to issues such as the appearance of statues in context, the relationship between intended location and design and execution of a statue, the experience of space and place, the physical and social patina of Roman spaces, and the place of statues as socially situated objects rather than as idealized forms on display. Yet such work is largely premised on museum catalogues or displays, or visits to archaeological sites, or to internal, imagined landscapes of Roman objects in space. It is inevitably based on fragmentary artifacts and architecture, frequently out of physical context.
Thus, whilst research has deªned Roman "rooms" on the basis of social action, decoration, light as much as on architecture, this has rarely considered the multi-sensory context. Similarly, movement around such spaces is a key mechanism for interpretation, whether explicit through phenomenological appraisal or implicit in research history. Yet movement on an archaeological site is mediated by the extent of preservation and the rules of access, rather than by the original structure of the space. By using models of objects and spaces we confront these limitations, accepting a relationship between the modeled space and some imagined Roman past. In turn we may employ the formal methods such as lighting analysis outlined above to frame such experiential, virtual phenomenological methods.
Case Study Two-Model as Thinking Space
The Neolithic town of Çatalhöyük in Turkey was inhabited 9000 years ago. Modeling work here is providing new digital spaces to think inside, driven by a need to visualize wall paintings in context and under varying conditions (Figure 1) . The outputs of the modeling work whilst appealing are less signiªcant than the spatial processes by which they are formed. The models are used for visual stimulation, as a conºation and reasoned extrapolation of archaeological data designed to stimulate thought. This focus on experience of contemporary space, whether physical or virtual, is as explicitly phenomenological as the discussion of past lifeways above. It draws equally from socially constructed and cognitive models, within which the interpretations building from experience in the present are differently relevant to discussions of past experience and action. Navigation and interaction within digital immersive environments provide bodily engagements with real and imagined archaeological environments (Kenderdine 2010). Forte's "cyber-archaeology" is thus a bridge between objective "processual" and subjective "post-processual" archaeologies, within which new spaces for interpretation are formed in part autopoietically (2010, p. 10) . In this way the model can expose alternative ontologies of space (van der Elst 2010) .
A sense that the viewer is physically present within a constructed digital environments is a key factor in embodied digital experience. The Performing Presence Project (Kaye et al. 2010) examined this relationship in virtual and mixed reality environments such as Collaborative Virtual Environments (CVEs) where viewers might interact with each other, virtual humans, and in virtual space. Narrative devices, the performance of real and simulated agents and the mixed reality merging of actual and virtual components provoked a deep sense of engagement in a world that offered little visual stimulation. The virtual environment experienced was simple with no attempt at photorealism, and at times was deliberately allowed to "break down"-to expose its artiªce. This work supported the hypothesis that overly detailed renderings could reduce the sense of presence, if presented outside of narrative (Flynn 2007, p. 353) . In turn it suggests that the modeling interfaces used to generate environments captured in Figure 1 could be equally powerful as emotive tools.
Engagement in the Presence Project was constructed through narrative practice. The real and virtual actors' roles affected the resulting experience, with anticipation of the experience and discussion afterwards being as important as the brief period spent immersed in the virtual world. Participants could move from being observers (literally peering through the veil dividing the real world from the virtual performance space to see others' virtual experiences unfolding), to mediators (passing real objects into a simulated world), to participants, to critics with each orientation redeªning the experience of the model.
The signiªcance of presence has been explored by game designers (Pinchbeck and Stevens 2005) . Here perceptual realism and narrative interact with the user, creating a pact where the user conforms to game constraints in return for engagement. Archaeological spaces require an identical reciprocity, but the incorporation of narratives, exploration and interaction remains rare (Champion 2010, p. 85) . For this reason my research in Egypt (Earl 2004a ) was characterized by rich textual narratives, providing a description of a visit to the simulated town, which complemented visual simulations, building in turn on the narrative archaeologies of Joyce (2002) and others. Archaeological worlds also require the rich multimedia experimentation described by Zelinski as "dramaturgies of difference" (in Kenderdine 2010, p. 47) in order to make clear their constructed nature and to encourage critique.
Modelers spend months building a familiarity with archaeological data that is interpretatively rich, but largely virtual. This is a craft activity. Where possible they engage with the physical materiality of the past in order to build connections between models and their reality. Indeed I encourage the construction of models on site, bound in to processes of excavation and recording: the models on the screen build up a tangible narratives of practice that is a personal but shared externalized vision. Whilst the modeler may not be goal-driven in the sense of a game's requirements, the very real imperatives of model design provide a history and process to engagements with the digital archaeological world. This is a dwelling process (Cripps et al 2006) whereby archaeologists dwells in an environment that they are simultaneously creating, transforming and destroying. Such an engagement with the model is different from one mediated by a still or animated representation of the same data.
The modeling process can lead to surprises, unexpected consequences and adjacencies, just as archaeological sketching creates archaeological interpretations. However, it is seldom clear to what degree the computer graphic is an instantiation of an internal model, or if in fact it is the process that deªnes both the model and the understanding of the physical object or place. Procedural modeling tools such as CityEngine and Grasshopper may offer further insights into modeling process. They generate models according to rules or "shape grammars" (Stiny 1975 ) within a given parameter space (Müller et al. 2007) . As a consequence they enable sensitivity analyses by producing multiple versions that express the parameter space and make explicit the governing assumptions in a model. In ongoing work on the Navalia at Portus we have produced many alternative simulations of the building automatically, evaluated the outputs, and then generated ªnal photorealistic snapshots to express our conclusions and stimulate new interpretations.
Modeling tools become digital prostheses and through repeated experience the prosthesis becomes assimilated into bodily experience. These tools may in turn be accompanied by "cyber-maps" which visually express their underlying data and interpretative processes (Galeazzi et al. 2010) , enabling enhanced interaction with archaeological data (Levy et al. 2010) . Increasingly the tools include multi-modal devices which stimulate a range of senses, such as acoustic simulation, smell or haptics (Magnenat-Thalmann et al. 2007) . They allow for a broader interaction of bodies and data in space, that are together crucial to their interpretation (Kirsh 2010; Milekic 2007) . These modeling environments clearly are places: socially deªned, personal, historical "spatially visualized, activitybased or hermeneutic environments" (Champion and Dave 2007, p. 333) . A shared sense of place comes through manipulation of digital objects as tokens, rather than through indexical realism (alone), and archaeological modeling environments create this: personal spaces, shared environments of debate, revised areas with history. Models thus hold the patina of multiple interactions and transformations with the modeled world.
Digital thinking at Çatalhöyük
At Çatalhöyük and elsewhere we are building spaces that have considerable perceptual realism but are not a recreation of past reality. Rather they provide an ever changing set of places for visualizing the information available to us. In particular they enable us to take the fragmentary archive of the 1960s excavations and combine it with modern excavation results in order to produce sensory experiences. Predictive rendering supports the use and critique of these simulations as if they were part of the same habitual, material culture practice of archaeologists in the real world. The virtual object moves from representing a real or imagined physical counterpart and instead is understood to be real. First, the artifact is a product of interactions in physical and digital space-it is modeled, developed, destroyed and remade-and second it takes on the aura of past agency. Such agency is empowered by an understanding of digital artifacts as "digital historical objects . . . in their own right" (Cameron 2007, p. 54) . The aura of the virtual object is an enhanced version of any object it might be seen to replicate-it has increased cultural capital through the choice and effort involved in replication (p. 57). To the modeler the object is both old and new, whilst to the observer and user it might be conceptualized solely in terms of a hypothetical ancient biography (Kopytoff 1986 ). Thus, the stretched skin in the Çatalhöyük simulation carries with it a sense of past processes of manufacture and implied future use, made explicit by the skin used as a ºoor covering elsewhere in the simulated room (Figure 1) . Such multiple agency ªts within archaeological frameworks acknowledging the multiplicity of meaning associated with objects. The model combines rather than separates the object from the actor. It demonstrates that there are in fact two model types at play-the production of the simulation (deªned perhaps as the model of disciplinary practice in a given context, and including computational tool use) and the simulations produced. It also ªts with a consideration of rendered images as snapshotsimplying a moment caught from dynamic life off-camera (Barthes 1993), rather than a staged portrait. The simulations produced are nonrepresentational in focus-they serve to conjure an understanding of practice rather than deªning views that might result from such practice. In our work on the Shrine of the Hunters at Çatalhöyük this is particularly compelling-the simulations provide a means to visually engage with the lost wall paintings in the present. Contrary to this active conceptualization of modeling there is a tendency to view reconstructions as a single image when complete, and as individual components when being assembled. There is little sense of the interaction of components. Those interactions that do exist are characterized as physical (objects being placed on top of one another, ªnite element analysis, interaction between a light source and object materials) rather than social.
The ªnal signiªcance of the modeling of Çatalhöyük is in terms of collaboration. This is in the sense identiªed by Forte (2010) in terms of collaborative archaeological environments for negotiating interpretation, but also as locales made signiªcant not only by their impacts on the archaeological interpretation but also on the participants in the modeling and the active observers and critics. Returning to patina, we must seek methods by which the digital model might take on some element of this history, and explore the agency of the modelers, those surrounding the modeling process, and the components of the model. Some of this is addressed by the increasingly varied documentation of modeling processthe blog, narrative, metadata, semantic annotation (Attene et al. 2009 )but its depth still remains to be explored.
Conclusions
In his introduction to Beyond Illustration Frischer cites ªve beneªts to visualization outlined by Ware: (2004) The research outlined above demonstrates examples of each of these in the context of computer graphic simulation. At Herculaneum the models enable rapid assimilation of large and complex datasets and demonstrate problematic and surprising information. In the lighting studies of the Basilica Portuense the models encourage the perception of previously obscured components, and create new ways of seeing the site. At Çatalhöyük the models articulate issues of scale, providing at once holistic and focused ways in to the Shrine of the Hunters, both in terms of the perceived simulation and of its construction through research and model building. Finally, at Herculaneum the models continue to assist in the formulation of new hypotheses. In Goodings' terms the Çatalhöyük models offer a simpliªed abstraction that is more readily understood, whilst the Herculaneum models start by offering an initial appraisal of the available data, are gradually becoming the locus for discussion, and will form the basis of dissemination and re-evaluation (2008, p. 3) . Together modeling has been shown to be an active process, investing digital and physical participants with agency, which accumulate an interpretative valuable patina.
Archaeology continues to battle with its position in terms of model building and critique. C. P. Snow's 1959 Rede lecture (1960 still has resonance in the structures of archaeology where archaeological science, archaeometry, archaeology and anthropology dance slowly around and in and out of one another. The model as testable, absolute metric for past behavior is increasingly restricted to formal models of isotopes, osteological traits or ceramic inclusions. But beyond these archaeology lacks certainty. It is at once a discipline familiar with and embracing of diversity and community. The way we employ models, and thus theories our computational expressions of the world, is contextual. We cannot devise a single modeling approach. Still, commonly the output-the still image, the animation, even the interactive game world-holds far less value for the archaeologist than carving out the model with the crude modeling tools available, constrained to Cartesian worlds but alive with creative potential. Archaeology in each of the examples I have introduced is an intensely political and personal activity. The models therefore must ebb and ºow with cultural sensitivities and be prepared to be shattered over and over again.
